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The video shows how to export a CADmep Fabrication model to Showcase, apply a material. To see what the finished
model will look like, you can run the Showcatch command in your CAD. After that, you will see what the finished
product looks like, made according to the layout. To calculate the cost of manufacturing parts according to customer
drawings, it is necessary to provide electronic drawings for which calculation is required. You can also get the calculation
in AutoCad format. To do this, you need to scan the drawings in electronic format. After they are recognized by the
AutoSoft program in the CCAD system, it is possible to prepare drawings in the FastReport software and output the
finished drawing in CAD (DWG) format. To receive a calculation, click the Get calculation button, select your company
from the list and fill in your details. The cost is calculated based on the price for 1 sheet of structural steel and rolled
metal in the amount of 15.0 rubles. for 1 mm. Send a drawing in one of the formats in DWG or PDF format. After
recognition in the AutoCAD program, access to the calculation is provided. The cost of the order is calculated depending
on the types of materials from which the material you are interested in is made. For example, if an I-beam is needed,
then the cost is calculated using the formula 1290 - price per 1 meter + transportation costs. When calculating the cost of
a rolled metal sheet, the cost of transportation is taken into account. The links below provide typical specifications for
the respective products. Calculations of the cost of various types of metal products, incl. and beams, you can get in the
section the cost of metal products in the form of a table or depending on the order. Receive new articles by email Your
name: * Your e-mail: * (will not be published) Homepage: Your comment: *
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